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1 Vision
In the care market in the Netherlands and Belgium, there are big changes taking place. There is a shift going on toward participation and
self-reliance. From the care of the elderly by the government with assistance, care and housing in care houses, the shift is now toward
self-reliance, continuing to live in one’s own home, informal care and limited support from professionals. As mobility decreases, the risk
of isolation becomes greater.
In the Netherlands, all care houses are closing, and there is only capacity available in nursing homes when permanent medical-social care
is necessary. The existing housing supply in the Netherlands and Belgium is insufficient to offer appropriate living space to the growing
group of the elderly. Due to individualization and the way in which the housing supply is structured, social cohesion is disappearing in
many places.
With this issue in mind, Antrist Vastgoed BV has developed the concept of lifespan-resistance vitality homes with society and living lab,
thus responding to the participation society and self-reliance.
The vitality homes are developed such that they are also usable as homes for other target groups. The interior space can be freely divided
and easily adapted to a new situation.
The Vitality homes concept consists of a hardware component: the home and the set-up of the environment, intended to be able to
continue living comfortably and to feel like part of the community, and a software component in which the participation in society, social
interaction and social cohesion are guaranteed.
For the hardware component, it is about a sustainable living space suitable to all life phases, security, safety, privacy and, if needed,
support through domotics and modern means of communication. It is also about an environment in which contacts are easily made and
a sense of community can form.
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For the software component, the core thought is that people in all phases of life must be able to remain an integral part of society. The
Living Lab, in combination with a society, plays a unique role in this. The Living Lab, with its connections with knowledge institutions,
innovative companies, municipal initiatives and other Living Labs throughout the country, provide a mental challenge and, together with
the society, ensure active connecting elements with society.

1.1 Concept of Vitality homes
The homes are designed such that all activities can, in principle, take place downstairs or on one floor. All these homes have the WoonKeur
plus package with care and are therefore lifespan resistant.
The set-up of the homes with grounds is such that, while all needed care with the exception of intensive nursing home care can be
provided within the home, they are also suitable for starters and families. Increasing the living comfort, safety, energy savings and lifelong independence are realized through an easy-to-operate modular smart home, smart building and smart care system. The smart care
system responds to current or future care needs to make life-long independent living possible.
The homes are sustainable due to the set-up and operation based on null on the meter.
Antrist Vastgoed BV focuses on the sale of these homes, either to private individuals for their own housing, or to investors who focus on
letting homes in the mid-level rent scale.
Vitality homes are developed at places where a need exists for homes for seniors and homes where care can be provided. Coordination
with the government will be done in advance or cooperation can be secured.
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2 Vitality homes
Antrist Vastgoed BV develops and sells vitality homes in the Netherlands and Belgium.
Next to the homes, Antrist also ensures the realization of societies with living labs.
Through 2019, the realization of approximately 18 projects with vitality homes is foreseen with a Living Lab per project.
The first focus lies on acquiring suitable locations that can be realized in the period through 2019. In line with this, locations are being
sought and reserved that can be realized for the subsequent period through 2022.
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Courtyard homes
Realization Locations
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20
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3

5
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1
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Vitality homes are primarily realized for sale to private parties. For investors, this guarantees the option of disposing of the home in the
future as desired.
Projects are brought together in their own project B.V. in order to ensure that there is a transparent insight into the results offered per
project. In this way, collaboration can be done with other parties on a project basis.
Vitality homes consist of 4 types: apartments, courtyard homes with grounds, small homes with grounds, and villa apartments.

2.1 Apartments
Apartments are laid out specifically for the location. The numbers are between 24 and 120 homes per project. The number of locations is
limited and the throughput time of the development is 2 to 4 years. The plan at least meets the same requirements as all vitality homes,
but the variation in projects can be great. These homes belong to the price class medium to high.

2.2 Courtyard homes
The shell of the courtyard homes only has a limited number of versions in set-up. The differences are in particular in the finish on the
exterior. On the first floor, there are additional spaces included so that these homes are also suitable as family homes. With an average
project size of 20 homes, good social interaction is guaranteed and people can also continue living in their own environment for a long
time without worries. The homes belong to the medium price class.
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2.3 Barn homes
The basic unit of the barn home is built with a clear structural and technological principle of sustainability. In the finishing of the building,
various choices will be offered to the resident. This allows the construction to be more economically efficient, while there is great freedom
of choice for the resident with respect to materials used. These homes belong to the medium to high price class.

2.4 Villa
A villa with luxury apartments is developed specifically by location. These will be realized in a green environment and at unique locations.
The plan at least meets the same requirements as all vitality homes, but the variation in projects can be great. The homes belong to the
higher price class.
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3 Society with living lab
For the plan of the living lab idea, use is made of a common space in the form of a society with hospitality function and a living lab
presentation and showroom space. As a result, the quality of the living environment increases, and value is added to the vitality homes.
With the living lab, participants experience the way in which they can contribute to care innovation, comfortable living and sustainability.
The collaboration is sought and found with knowledge institutions such as colleges and universities, innovative companies and municipal
institutions in the social domain in the context of the social support tasks of the municipalities. As a result, an interesting environment
can be offered in an array of areas.
Because the Living Lab appeals to a large group with the various themes, this promotes social cohesion in the neighbourhood or village.
The society is used as a socially connecting communal space and thus strengthens the central position of the Living Lab.

3.1 Organization
Antrist Vastgoed BV handles finding an operator for the society with hospitality function as well as the management of the living lab
principle.
The relevant premises will in principle be the property of the operator or the foundation that manages the premises.

3.2 Operation
The operation of every Living Lab with society covers its own costs and is not at the expense of the project results.
The living lab philosophy will be rolled out by Antrist Vastgoed BV across the Netherlands and Belgium.
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4 Building concept for vitality homes
Efficient and sustainable construction is the starting point. The work will be done industrially where possible and the parts put together on
location. As a result, the construction time is limited and the quality of the final product can be guaranteed. The homes are set up as nullon-the-meter homes. Energy will be saved where possible and generated on location. There will be at least as much energy generated as
can be used by the residents under normal circumstances.
The plans are developed such that the home is suitable for offering an appropriate environment for every care need. The dimensions,
entrances and all facilities are set up so that they are appropriate to every situation. This makes suitable assistance by informal caregivers
and by professionals possible. An important part in the concept is the preparation for current and future domotics. The installation set-up
guarantees that every possible set-up can be worked out easily within the home.
The shell is set up such that the spaces inside can be divided freely and modified to future desired functionality with limited work and costs.
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5 Development project for Vitality homes
The development project consists of many components that must be addressed one by one. The initial operating agreement with the local
government and acquiring the location are conditional for starting the formal development project. This also eliminates the greatest risk
of failure. The approach to the development is focused on eliminating risks as quickly as possible so that the financial exposure remains
as small as possible and the development process can be completed without disruptions.
At the end of the development project, the design is finished, the location acquired, the formal procedures completed and the permits to
be able to build the project issued.
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6 Sale
Over the course of the development of the zoning plan, a formal meeting will be held with neighbours and interested parties together with
the municipality in which possibilities for buying a home will be announced. Over the course of the development project, potential buyers
will be informed about the developments. The sale of the homes starts as soon as the design is worked out in detail.
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7 Realization
The actual ground and construction work can only start when the development project is completed and at least 70% of the homes are
sold. With this, all the risks are covered and the construction process can be executed according to the schedule from that time. The
municipality will check during construction whether work is being done according to agreements and permits. Before and during the
construction process, there will be open communication with the neighbours and interested parties in order to prevent disruptions to the
construction process.
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8 Financing
Financing is needed to be able to execute the development project for the different projects.

8.1 Throughput time
Due to the structuring of the development in project BVs, investments can be directly linked per project to a specific project. The project
thus forms the basis of the security, and risks can be managed well.
Specific agreements can be made with financiers per project. Resources can be utilized in a revolving fashion as desired in sequential
projects. Agreements for this can be made for a longer period.
The financing is always completed per project and utilized so that risks remain limited and the resources remain coupled to specific
projects.
The throughput time of the development from initiative to issue of environmental permits is between 1.5 and 2.5 years. After issue of
the environmental permit, the realization of a project can be completed, depending on the location and the size of the project, in 9 months
to 1.5 years.
In the situation in which a project is completely sold, financing is needed until the first construction payment is paid. If it is 70% sold,
then 30% of the realization will have to be additionally pre-financed. In cases in which turn-key delivery is used, financing is needed until
the purchase price is paid.

8.2 Financing need per project
The financing need is project specific and can in general consist of the following components:
• Design project and formal procedures approximately € 500,000 to € 750,000
• Purchase of the location € 500,000 to € 2,500,000
• Construction project between € 2,000,000 and € 10,000,000
The realization does not start before at least 70% of the homes are sold, so that for most projects the financing need will be between
€ 1,000,000 and € 2,500,000 with an average throughput time of 2.5 years.
The deposit of the financing can be realized per project in parts in line with the development steps: design project and formal procedure,
purchase of the location and the construction project. As a result, the financial exposure will be limited.
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9 Conclusion
Taking into account the throughput time of projects and the goal of realizing the indicated number of homes, multiple projects will always
be simultaneously in progress and require financing. Depending on the size of the projects and the way in which the homes are sold, the
total financing need will vary between 15,000,000 and 25,000,000 with an average throughput time for project financing of 2.5 years.
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